
Bone Carving (Haddi ki Nakkashi) is a craft practiced in 
the capital region of Uttar Pradesh (Lucknow and parts of 
Barabanki district). The craft has a special place in the  rich 
culture of awadh (modern day of Uttar Pradesh) taking it’s 
route back to the Nawab. 
Traditionally Bone Carving was done on Ivory and was only 
limited for royal use. Nawabs loved exuberance in their 
artifacts and therefore bone carving flourished. 
In the present day craft is finding difficulties to sustainment. 
This craft is done by Muslim communities and very few 
people know about the craft and the community, as a result 
I chose to work on this craft. 
During the documentation, learn about the tools techniques, 
making process, their culture, behavioural patterns, social 
life, problems and challenges faced by them, also their 
acheivements and reflection. 
Layout selection is done in terms of sense of color 
typography,visuals and grids. Priority is to make layout 
readble, understandable and aesthetically pleasing. Since 
it is a bone carving craft so the typography chose is “Prata” 
for heading and “Notosans” for text.
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Being a Communication Design Student, I am always trying 
to challenge myself to learn new skills. My passion for Art 
ventured me into the Design field where I challenged and 
push myself to the fullest in every project. I am inspired 
by nature where even the most complex of systems are 
solved by pure simplicity. I want to exceed the boundaries 
of what has already being done, seen, and used. I believe in 
simplicity of design.

Click the link below for more details about the project

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ysoHh_VL-
cb-4XhTAZjkujM92A4y6bfM2?usp=sharing

Nature

Interface project is about to 
analysing a website and create or 
redesign an app. The website I work 
is Agmarknet. 

• Agricultural Marketing 
Information Network 
(AGMARKNET) was launched 
in March 2000 by the Union 
Ministry of Agriculture. It links 
around 7,000 agricultural 
wholesale markets in India with 
the state Agricultural Marketing 
Boards and Directorates for 
effective information exchange

• I started this project with 
heuristic evaluation of the 
website. Then  followed the 
process of UI/UX. 
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